Assembler Encoding is the Artificial Neural Network encoding method. To date, Assembler Encoding has been tested in the optimization problem and in the so-called predator-prey problem. The paper reports experiments in a next test problem, i.e. in the inverted pendulum problem. To compare Assembler Encoding with other Artificial Neural Network encoding methods in the experiments, two direct encodings were also tested.
I. INTRODUCTION
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are created by means of different methods, including Genetic Algorithms (GAs) [4, 5, 12] . GA processes a population of genotypes that typically encode one phenotype, although encoding several phenotypes is also possible. In the neuroevolution, genotypes are encodings of corresponding ANNs (phenotypes). The evolutionary procedure involves selecting genotypes (encoded ANNs) for reproduction based on their fitness, and then by introducing genetically changed offspring into the next population. Repeating the whole procedure over many generations causes the population of encoded ANNs to gradually evolve into individuals corresponding to high fitness phenotypes (ANNs).
In principle, all the existing ANN encoding methods [3, 7, 8, 11, [13] [14] [15] can be divided into two main classes, i.e. direct encodings and indirect encodings. In the direct encodings, all the information necessary to create ANN is directly stored in chromosomes. Thus, to encode larger ANNs larger chromosomes are necessary, which is the main drawback of the direct encodings. In the indirect encodings, chromosomes are recipes how to create ANN. Such encodings can be used to create larger ANNs by means of relatively short chromosomes.
The paper presents a new indirect method to encode ANNs. The method is called Assembler Encoding (AE) [21] [22] [23] . AE originates from the cellular [7] and edge encoding [11] , although it also has features common with Linear Genetic Programming presented, among other things, in [9, 16] . AE represents ANN in the form of a program called the Assembler Encoding Program (AEP). The structure of AEP is similar to the structure of a simple assembler program. AEPs are formed by means of GAs. The task of each AEP is to create the Network Definition Matrix (NDM) which stores all the information necessary to create ANN. In AE, the process of ANN construction consists of three stages. First, GA is used to produce AEPs. Next, each AEP creates and fills up NDM. Then, the matrix created is transformed into ANN.
To compare AE with other methods, several experiments have been carried out so far. The experiments involved the optimization problem [21, 22] and the predator-prey problem [21, 23] . The current paper gives a report on tests in another field. The next test-bead for AE was the inverted pendulum problem. In the tests, for comparison purposes, two simple direct encodings based on the Miller et al. connectivity matrix (CM) [13] were also used.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II is a short presentation of AE; Section III is a short presentation of compared methods and a report on the experiments; and Section IV is the summary.
II. ASSEMBLER ENCODING
Since AE was already described in [23] (Fig. 1) . NDM determines the architecture of ANN. Each element of the matrix determines synaptic weight between corresponding neurons. For example, component i,j defines the link from neuron i to neuron j. Apart from the basic part, NDM also includes additional columns that describe parameters of neurons, e.g. type of neuron (sigmoid, radial), bias, etc.
AEPs can use various operations. The main task of most operations is to modify NDM. The modification can involve a single element of NDM or group of elements. In addition to the operations whose task is to modify the content of NDM, AE also uses the jump operation denoted as JMP. The jump makes it possible to repeatedly use the same code of AEP in different places of NDM.
In AE, the evolution of AEPs proceeds according to a scheme proposed by Potter and De Jong [17] [18] [19] [20] . To create AEP, the mentioned scheme combines operations and data from various populations. Each population including chromosomes-operations has a number assigned determining the position of the operation from the population in AEP. In this approach, the number of operations corresponds to the number of populations including chromosomes-operations. Each population delegates exactly one representative to each AEP. In the beginning, AEPs have only one operation and a sequence of data. Both the Further populations of operations are successively added if generated AEPs cannot accomplish progress in performance over the assumed number of co-evolutionary cycles. Populations with operations and data can also be replaced by newly created populations. This can happen if the contribution of a population (contribution of operations from population) to creating AEPs is considerably smaller than the contribution of the remaining populations.
III. EXPERIMENTS
The main goal of the experiments was to compare AE with other neuroevolutionary methods in the inverted pendulum problem. In the paper, AE was compared to two different variants of classical CM. The main idea behind comparing AE with CM was that both solutions use a matrix to represent ANN. Both methods differ only in the approaches to creating the matrix. While in the classical solution GA is used directly to form CM, AE uses AEPs formed in the evolutionary way.
III.1. The inverted pendulum problem
The main goal in the inverted pendulum problem is to protect a pole installed on a card from falling down. In order for the pole to be up, the card has to be pushed left or right. At each time step, the strength and direction of the move has to be determined. During the move the card cannot exceed the limit of a track on which it moves. Usually, to keep the pole up, the following state information is used: the position of the card ( x ), the velocity of the card ( x ), the angle of the pole (θ ), and the angular velocity of the pole (θ ). The behavior of the card-and-pole system under the influence of the force F can be presented by means of the following equations [6] : 
In the experiments reported further, the variant of the inverted pendulum problem with incomplete state information about the card-and-pole system was tested. Each neuro-controller created during the tests did not have the information about velocities of the cart and the pole. Usually, to solve such a problem, recurrent ANNs are used. The task of recurrent connections is to provide ANN with the information about the velocities. In the experiments reported in the paper, only feed-forward ANNs were used. To enable feed-forward ANNs to solve the task, the input layer of each ANN was extended to include an additional neuron per state parameter from the immediately previous time step. Thus, each ANN created in the experiments had the following inputs: t 
III.2. Compared solutions
In the experiments, AE was compared to two methods. Both methods are variants of classical CM. A short description of all the compared methods is presented in the further part of the paper.
III.2.1. Classical Connectivity Matrix (CM)
In this approach, ANNs evolved in a single population. The mentioned population included chromosomes encoding fragments of CMs above the diagonal (feed-forward ANNs). All created ANNs contained a different number of hidden neurons. To obtain such ANNs, chromosomes were of a varied length. Each chromosome encoded weights of interneuron connections and additionally parameters of neurons. above. While in the classical approach we dealt with one population of matrices, in CCM the whole CM was divided into parts, and each part evolved in a separate population. As before, to create feed-forward ANNs, only fragments of CMs above the diagonal underwent the evolution. Regardless of the size of ANNs, the evolution always took place in five populations, i.e. CMs were always divided into five parts of more or less the same size.
III.2.3. The version of AE compared to the methods above
In the experiments, AEPs consisting of one operation and a sequence of data were used. AEPs used only one type of operation, i.e. CHGFF. CHGFF updates the part of NDM above the diagonal, i.e. the part defining feed-forward ANN. New values for the elements of NDM are located in the data part of AEP. An example of using CHGFF is presented in Fig. 7 . 
III.3. Experimental results
In the experiments, the learning speed of AE, CM, and CCM was tested. Thirty ANNs were generated for each Table 3 shows that on average AE needs fewer ANN evaluations to generate successful ANN than CM and CCM. In the case of AE, the successful ANNs were generated on average after 11 794 evaluations. The result of CM and CCM is almost three times worse. They generated the successful ANNs on average after 27 620 and 29 462 evaluations, respectively.
In the experiments, most ANNs created by means of AE included only one or two hidden neurons. NDMs were of maximal size; however, AEPs usually did not fill them entirely with values (Fig. 7) . In the case of CM and CCM, both NDMs and ANNs were of maximal size.
IV. SUMMARY
The paper compares AE with two variants of CM on the inverted pendulum problem. The experiments showed that AE is an effective tool to solve the inverted pendulum problem. Even though AE is an indirect method which seems to be rather suited to solve more complex problems, it achieved better results than two direct methods presented in the paper. To test AE in a more difficult problem, the experiments in the variant of the inverted pendulum problem with two poles installed on the card are planned. In the future experiments, AE will be compared to the next Reinforcement Learning (e.g. Q-learning [1, 2, 10] ) and Evolutionary Reinforcement Learning methods (e.g. SANE [14] , NEAT [24, 25] and CoSyNE [6] ).
